
Restock Limit 

guideline

How to maintain healthy inventory

R e s t o c k  L i m i t  g u i d e l i n e

This quick guide shows you the essential steps you need to follow to maintain healthy inventory

in Amazon FBA. It includes information on Seller Sort Type Quantity Limits (Restock Limits) and

methods to increase utilization. To find information on Restock Limits in Seller Central go to:

“Inventory Planning > Performance > Restock Limits or Manage FBA Shipments.

https://sellercentral.amazon.es/restockinventory/recommendations
https://sellercentral.amazon.es/gp/ssof/shipping-queue.html/ref=xx_fbashipq_dnav_xx
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What are Restock Limits and how do we 

calculate it?

Restock limits provide

1. better flexibility to manage the shipments you send in to Amazon,

2. abitility to prioritize fast moving ASINs,

3. create strategic marketing campaigns and product launches in new marketplaces.

Restock limits are set per storage type, based on your past and forecasted sales, allowing to

allocate these limits across your ASINs. You can review your storage-type-level restock limits

and utilization from Inventory Performance or Shipping Queue, by expanding Restock limits

Monitor at the bottom of the page.

Restock Limit guideline

https://sellercentral.amazon.es/inventory-performance/dashboard/
https://sellercentral.amazon.es/gp/fba/inbound-queue/index.html?language=en_GB&ref=ag_xx_cont_GUWWC8QVAF8TFVFR
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The Restock limits monitor shows:

1. «Maximum Inventory level» (aka Restock limit) is calculated based on historical sales and

forecasted demand at both seller/ASIN level.

2. «Utilisation quantity» counts against your Maximum Inventory level and helps determine

your maximum shipment quantiy. Utilisation includes your current inventory at Amazon and

all incoming shipments, including your shipments in Working, In Transit and Receiving

status. Inventory pending removals and any reserved inventory are not included in the

utilisation calculation. To view the utilisation number by sort type, go to your Restock limits

Monitor and review your utilisation by Storage Type.

3. «Maximum shipment quantity», which tells you how many units you can still ship to an

Amazon FC. It is the difference between your maximum inventory limit and current

utilisation.

How is Restock Limit composed and calculated?

Restock limits consider your peak selling periods and new selection you carry in 
generating limits

Limits changes are based on changes in our capacity and your historical sales and 
forecast
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Restock limits are calculated based on your historical sales and forecasted demand at both

seller/ASIN level. There are several ways to reduce the Utilisation of your Restock Limits. See

below:

Best Practices:  How to better manage your Inventory with Restock Limits

Restock Limit guideline

1. Cancel open shipments only if you do not intend to use them. From "Manage FBA

Shipments" → “Shipments” & “Shipping Plans”

Utilization includes your current inventory at Amazon and all incoming shipments, including

your shipments in Working, In Transit and Receiving status: cancelling shipments will remove the

utilisation from your inventory.

We recommend to clean up your Shipment pipeline by cancelling all open shipments that you

do not intend to send to us.

To cancel or delete a shipment click the shipment name or the View shipment or Track shipment

button and then click Cancel shipment or Delete shipment.

2. Reduce your unproductive inventory. From "Inventory Planning"→ “Performance”

Reducing Excess and Aged inventory and reducing stranded inventory will help you reduce the

utilization and increase the headroom available to ship new inventory.

Visit Manage Inventory Health and sort your products by largest excess-unit quantity or lowest

sell-through rate, and then take action on those products to optimize your inventory within your

restock limits.. For products with 120+ days of supply, we estimate that inventory will last for 4+

months. Consider removing or liquidating this inventory.

Visit the Fix stranded Inventory to find all inventory with inactive offer. When inventory is

stranded, it requires either reactivating the listing or removing inventory.

Tip:

FBA sell-through is a good metric to help 

you maintain this level of cover. Aim to 

maintain at least a 2.0+ sell-through on 

your products. 

https://sellercentral.amazon.es/inventoryplanning/manageinventoryhealth
https://sellercentral.amazon.es/inventoryplanning/stranded-inventory
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Restock limits are calculated based on your historical sales and forecasted demand at both

seller/ASIN level. There are several ways to reduce the Utilisation of your Restock Limits. See

below:

Best Practices:  How to better manage your Inventory with Restock Limits

Restock Limit guideline

3. In addition, you can also improve your Inventory performance by:

a. Offering discounts on your products by leveraging Deals / Sponsored Products /

Promotions.

i. Submit your products for a Lightning Deal and 7-Day Deals - Lightning Deals and 7-Day

Deals are time-bound, promotional offers where a product is featured for a limited

number of hours or days on the Today’s Deal page.

ii. How to submit your offers - Click on the link to go to the Deal Dashboard, click Create a

new Deal, choose Lighting Deal or 7-Day Deal as type/duration filter, select a product

among your recommendations and click Select, Enter the Schedule and click continue to

next steps

iii. Vouchers is a self-service marketing tool that can help you differentiate your offerings

through compelling discounts. Vouchers are digital Coupons which you can use to

discount a flat £ or percentage off an eligible product. Vouchers can be targeted to

specific customer segments. How do I submit Vouchers? Click here to go to Vouchers tab

in Seller Central, click ‘Create a New Voucher’ and add the ASIN/SKU to the voucher.

Select % off discount of at least 5%. Enter Voucher Name set the campaign budget

b. leveraging Value-Recovery Services, such as Outlet Deals, Liquidation, Furbishing,

Returns and Donation. Our services offer you multiple options for tapping into new

income streams and avoiding additional storage costs or fees for returning or disposing of

your unsold products. These services are designed to maximise value while minimising

waste and reducing carbon footprint. You can find more details about it by accessing

here.

https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/deals?ref_=nav_cs_gb_d0dbb5e67b104939a2d73bfe56238e77
https://sellercentral-europe.amazon.com/merchandising-new/create
https://sellercentral.amazon.co.uk/sellercoupons/coupons
https://sellercentral-europe.amazon.com/gc/fulfilment-by-amazon/recovery-services
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Restock limits are calculated based on your historical sales and forecasted demand at both

seller/ASIN level. There are several ways to reduce the Utilisation of your Restock Limits. See

below:

Best Practices:  How to better manage your Inventory with Restock Limits

Tip:

You can fine-tune your restock recommendations by adjusting product-level 

inputs such as supplier lead time and replenishment frequency. To update these 

settings, click View details for a product to be taken to the SKU details page. 

You can also configure your settings in bulk by clicking Product settings at the 

top right of the Restock Inventory page.

Image

(center align 

with guide)
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4. Restock popular products to increase sales and grow your business

Visit the Restock Inventory page to restock your popular products. The Restock

recommendations are modified to fit within your Quantity limits, thus helping you prioritize the

top selling products that need restocking action. If you are blocked on any storage type due to

Quantity limits, the Restock page will show products with the opportunity to cancel open

shipments or reduce excess inventory. This will help you reduce utilization and create more

headroom to send top-selling products.

https://sellercentral.amazon.es/restockinventory/recommendations
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FAQ 1: How are restock limits different than storage limits?

FAQs: 

Restock Limit guideline

Restock Limits and Storage Volume are two different limits that are designed to manage the inflow

of inventory (Restock Limits) and the usage of physical space in our fulfilment centers (Storage

Limits).

Restock limits are determined on historical and forecasted sales and determine the maximum unit

quantity you are allowed to send and store in Amazon fulfilment centers. Storage Volume applies

when your Inventory Performance Index (IPI) is below threshold and it determines the physical

volume limitation that applies for your account.

If you reach the limit for either the Restock Limits or the Storage Volume in any of the category

buckets, you will not be able to send further inventory to our fulfilment centers in the respective

category (standard-size, oversize, clothing, shoes). You can view these limits through the inventory

performance dashboard.

https://sellercentral.amazon.es/inventory-performance/dashboard/ref=icpd_ipid_w_g
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FAQ 1: How are restock limits different than storage limits?

FAQs: 

Restock Limit guideline

Restock limits Storage-volume limits

What it is: Capacity to receive your inventory Capacity to store your inventory

Applies to: All Sellers Sellers below IPI threshold

Measured in: Units Cubic feed

What counts: Shipment on way + Inventory at Amazon Inventory at Amazon

Update frequency: Weekly Quarterly

Exceeding limits: Pause shipment creation till utilization 
reduces

Overage fees and pause shipment 
creation till utilization reduces

Limits based on: 1. Historical & forecasted sales
2. Capacity to receive your inventory
3. Shipment lead time and IPI score

1. Historical & forecasted sales
2. Capacity to store your inventory
3. IPI score
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FAQ 2: Do I have different Restock limits for the EU and the UK stores?

FAQs: 

Restock Limit guideline

Yes, there are restock limits for each storage type for the UK and the EU. When you sign in to a

store on Seller Central, you’ll see the restock limits that apply to that store. For example, if you

are signed in to a seller account for the UK store, then you will see the restock limits for the UK.

To view your restock limits, refer to the monitor on the Inventory Planning dashboard or

Manage FBA Shipments page.

FAQ 3: How can I check which products are in which storage category?

Storage limits are applicable for four storage types: standard-size (item dimension: ≤ 61 X 46 X

46 cm; item weight: ≤ 12kg), oversize (item dimension: > 61 X 46 X 46 cm; item weight: ≤ 30 kg),

clothing (items belonging to clothing category) and footwear (items belonging to footwear

category). To see which storage types your products are categorized as and how much cubic feet

they occupy, go to Manage Inventory Health.

https://sellercentral.amazon.es/inventoryplanning/manageinventoryhealth

